
Instant was built from, and is 
driven by, a collaboration with 
one common goal - to change the 
definition of payday.

We have built the most 
comprehensive, and only fee-
free platform that bridges the gap 
between workday and payday. 
Between employer and employee. 
To engage, empower, and foster 
financial wellness for all.

As the pioneer of earned wage access, Instant provides 
financial wellness solutions to organizations through an 
innovative platform that offers employees one of the most 
in-demand benefits available today — fee-free access to 
their daily earnings — helping organizations better position 
themselves as an employer of choice in an increasingly 
competitive labor market.

With Instant, you have the opportunity to be part of changing 
the way that people are paid. To improve employee’s lives, 
foster financial stability, and set the new standard for the 
definition of payday, all without disrupting the way you do 
business today. 

Why Instant?

Clients of Instant 
Financial have seen:

30% increase in  
job applicants

27% reduction in  
employee turnover

reduction in employee 
absenteeism25%



Turn every work day into payday
Instant Pay is the leading no fee earned 
wage access solution that gives employees 
immediate access to a portion of their pay after 
they work — helping to bridge the gap between 
workday and payday, and allowing employees 
to take control of their finances.

Instant Pay gives your employees the freedom to:
• Claim up to half of their pay after each shift.
• Make purchases anywhere Visa® is accepted.
• Access over 37,000 surcharge-free ATMs.
• Transfer wages to a bank account.
• Pay bills online.

Go cashless with your tips, and get staff 
paid right after their shift
Instant Tips allows you to pay your employees 
their tips electronically — securely and in real-
time, immediately after they’re done their shift. 
It’s the easiest, fastest and safest way to pay 
out tips at the end of each day.

Implementing Instant Tips:
• Doesn’t require any integration - you can be live 

in just days
• Reduces time spent counting cash and stuffing 

envelopes
• Cuts the cost of maintaining daily cash floats
• Provides a clean audit trail of payments

A secure, real-time mileage reimbursement 
solution 
Instant Mileage simplifies the mileage 
reimbursement process for organizations with 
drivers, allowing managers to quickly and easily 
load payments directly to employee Instant 
cards immediately after their shift.

Instant Miles lets you:
• Be live in days as there’s no integration required
• Reimburse your employees quickly and safely
• Have a clear audit trail of all payments and 

transactions.

“When we partnered with Instant 
a few years ago, we were 

seeing more and more people 
use credit cards and we had 
less cash to pay out tips and 

mileage to our drivers. INSTANT 
IS THE PERFECT SOLUTION 
TO GO CASHLESS IN OUR 

RESTAURANTS.” 
 

Brad Leonard
PJ United, CFO

““We measured our turnover pre 
and post Instant Pay pilot and 

found stores on Instant had a 6% 
reduction in turnover and stores 
not on Instant went up 8%. THAT 

IS A 14% SWING IN A FEW 
SHORT MONTHS.”

Aaron Humphrey
Sundance/Old West Properties, CFO
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GET INSTANT 


